Increase your productivity by investing in
cloud and collaborative solutions

The world is a much bigger place
and although up to a few years ago
companies were chained to their
remote
working, document collaboration, email
across all devices and the emergence
of the tablet/phablet culture is now the

norm. Cloud solutions are here to meet
the ease-of-use and instant information
requirements whilst increasing business
a better work/life balance and saving
companies money by reducing capital
expenditure costs.
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So what are “cloud solutions”? The word

an internet connection. And these are

“cloud” has such diverse representations

just a small fraction of cloud productivity

but if we were to match it against a few

solutions that are available.

solutions they would cover, email and
website hosting, workplace data security,
desktops and servers to complete your
day-to-day work from the comfort of your
own home and even business continuity,
bringing an entire company infrastructure
online in a disaster for immediate use over

“

Lantrade Global Supplies, an innovative
procurement specialist and logistics
company needed an IT overhaul to increase
cloud email and document storage services
in order to meet client demands and
supplier delivery targets.

and business Dropbox. It was quite a lot of work
as there were passwords missing, our domain
provider couldn’t be traced and then other key

“

IT services were cancelled without us knowing.

Amazing Support and their project engineers were
fab and helped us all of the way through.

Lynda, Lantrade Global Supplies

We’d love to hear from you
If you’re struggling with layers of out-of-date infrastructure, not utilising
or knowing how to use better, more recent technology to streamline
your business performance, then Get In Touch on

0203 728 2555

and after understanding what your actual business needs are, we can
recommend the right range of cloud solutions for you.
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